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3 Control of the people, 1917–85
State control of mass media and propaganda
State control of the media and the use of propaganda
were consistent features of Communist rule. Lenin
wanted to free the working people of Russia
from ‘bourgeois ideas’. Therefore, he restricted
press freedom. Despite some attempts to liberalise
Communism under Khrushchev, censorship and
propaganda remained essential features of Communist
rule until 1985.

Lenin and the press
Lenin viewed the press and the media as central to
advancing the revolution and ensuring the Communists
retained power. Therefore, he introduced the following
measures to establish government control:
l The Decree on the Press, established 1917, gave the
government the power to close any newspapers that
supported ‘counter revolution’.
l The Revolutionary Tribunal of the Press,
established 1918, gave the state the power to censor
the Press. Journalists and editors who committed
‘crimes against the people’ could be punished by the
Cheka (see page 40).
l The All-Russia Telegraph Agency (ROSTA),
established 1918, gave the state control of all
advertising and all news reporting.
l Glavlit, established in 1922, employed professional
censors to examine all books, old and new, for antiCommunist ideas.
Initially, Lenin closed down papers that supported the
Tsar or the Provisional Government. However, by
mid-1918 he had outlawed opposition socialist papers as
well. By 1921 the Communists had established control of
the media throughout the Soviet Union.

36

Stalin’s media
Censorship was tightened under Stalin. The works of
Trotsky, Bukharin and Stalin’s other rivals were banned.
Additionally, Lenin’s own works were ‘edited’ to remove
complimentary statements about Stalin’s opponents.
From 1928, Glavlit controlled access to economic data.
Additionally, restrictions were placed on all kinds of ‘bad
news’. The Soviet media were forbidden from publishing
stories about natural disasters, suicides, industrial accidents
or even bad weather, in order to create the impression that the
Soviet Union was a place in which only good things happened.
Propaganda focused on idealised images of workers and
peasants happily building socialism in modern factories
and farms.

Media under Khrushchev
Under Khrushchev, popular magazines were encouraged
to publish readers’ letters. This allowed Soviet citizens to
express their own thoughts on ‘non-political’ subjects in
magazines. Letters to women’s magazines, like Rabotnitsa
(the Woman Worker) exposed profound social problems.
Readers complained about male alcoholism, inequalities
in the home relating to childcare and housework and
domestic violence.
Soviet propaganda changed too. Rather than presenting
idealised images of workers and peasants, satirical
cartoons were allowed. For example, Krokodil, a satirical
magazine, poked fun at men who arrived at parades
drunk, or late, or not at all.
Censorship was relaxed under Khrushchev during his
cultural thaws (see page 46).

Propaganda under Lenin

Media under Brezhnev

Propaganda under Lenin was often very experimental.
Radical artists used new artistic techniques to spread the
Communist message.
l Gustav Klutsis used photomontage to create posters
advertising Lenin’s electrification plan.
l El Lissitzky designed the poster ‘Beat the whites
with the red wedge’, which used techniques from
abstract art.
l ROSTA produced cartoon films to support the
revolution.

Brezhnev’s media was very nostalgic. It focused on the
victory of the Second World War in posters, books and
films. However, Soviet cinema also made films set in
contemporary Russia, which focused on fashionable
citizens living in luxurious apartments. In so doing, they
stoked public desire for consumer goods and fashion.
Khrushchev’s cultural thaws were not repeated under
Brezhnev. Nonetheless, rich Russians were exposed to
Western ideas through Western magazines, which were
available on the black market.
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3 Control of the people, 1917–85

Mind map
Use the information on the opposite page to add detail to the mind map below.

Political centralisation

Economic policy

Methods of
control

Terror

Media manipulation

Simple essay style
Below is a sample exam question. Use your own knowledge and the information on
the opposite page to produce a plan for this question. Choose four general points,
and provide three pieces of specific information to support each general point. Once
you have planned your essay, write the introduction and conclusion for the essay. The
introduction should list the points to be discussed in the essay. The conclusion should
summarise the key points and justify which point was the most important.

How accurate is it to say that the principal reason for the survival of
Communist rule in the Soviet Union in the years 1953–85 was Communist
control of the media?
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3 Control of the people, 1917–85

The personality cults of Stalin, Khrushchev and Brezhnev
Soviet leaders were opposed to religion, but they
understood its power. Therefore, from 1918 the
government used personality cults, which were similar
to religious cults, to consolidate their power. Each cult
supported the Communist regime by inspiring personal
loyalty to the leader. Leaders were presented as wise,
humane and benevolent.

The cult of Stalin
The cult of Stalin built on the cult of Lenin, which was a
decade old by the time Stalin emerged as leader.

The cult of Lenin
From 1918 Lenin’s image and sayings were used regularly
in Soviet propaganda. Lenin was presented in religious
terms as a prophet who was leading the Soviet people
to a better future. Moreover, Lenin was also described
as being saintly, as a man who was willing to suffer and
sacrifice his life for his people.

Stalin’s personality cult
The Stalin cult emphasised that Stalin was the legitimate
ruler of the Soviet Union because he was the ‘Lenin of
today’. Like Lenin, he was presented as a visionary, who
was leading the way to socialism.
The Stalin cult required the manipulation of history
in order to suggest that Lenin and Stalin had led the
revolution together since 1917. From the early 1930s
photographs were altered and histories were written
stressing Stalin’s leading role, as well as the treachery of
former leaders such as Trotsky.
Stalin was presented as the ‘vozhd’ the leader with
ultimate authority. From 1941 Stalin was also presented
as the ‘Generalissimo’, emphasising his role as the military
leader who led the Soviet Union to victory in the Second
World War.

Khrushchev’s cult
Khrushchev criticised Stalin’s cult of personality, and
from 1955 to 1964 images of Stalin were largely dropped
from the Soviet media. Nonetheless, Khrushchev
continued to use the cult of Lenin in propaganda. What
is more, Khrushchev became the centre of his own cult.
Khrushchev’s image was not used as widely as Stalin’s had
been between 1928 and 1953. According to the new cult
Khrushchev was:
l a disciple of Lenin who was completing the journey
that Lenin had started
l responsible for new successes such as the Soviet space
programme and rising harvests in the virgin lands
l a respected statesman who negotiated with the US
President as an equal
l a hero of the Second World War
l an authority on literature, art, science, industry and
agriculture
l the great reformer who was perfecting the Soviet
system.
Problems with Khrushchev’s policies undermined the
claims made about Khrushchev in the Soviet media. The
smaller scale of the cult and Khrushchev’s obvious failures
meant that the Soviet public never respected him as much
as they respected Stalin and Lenin.

The cult of Brezhnev
A cult also developed around Brezhnev. Soviet
propaganda under Brezhnev dropped references to
Khrushchev, and rarely referred to Stalin. However, the
Lenin cult persisted.
According to Soviet propaganda Brezhnev was:
l a great Leninist who continued Lenin’s work
l a military hero who fought bravely in the Second
World War
l dedicated to ensuring world peace through detente
l a true man of the people, who began his career in the
steel industry.
The Brezhnev cult was counterproductive. Brezhnev was
clearly a privileged bureaucrat not a great revolutionary.
Therefore, Soviet citizens laughed at official claims that
he was a hero. Whereas Stalin had been respected and
feared, Brezhnev’s cult led to ridicule.
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3 Control of the people, 1917–85

Support or challenge?
Below is a sample exam question, which asks how far you agree with a specific statement. Below this is
a series of general statements, which are relevant to the question. Using your own knowledge and the
information on the opposite page decide whether these statements support or challenge the statement
in the question and tick the appropriate box.

How far were personality cults the main reason for the stability of Soviet society in the years
1928–85?
SUPPORT

CHALLENGE

The cults of Lenin and Stalin.
The cults of Khrushchev and
Brezhnev.
The secret police.
Economic policy.
Media control.

RAG – rate the timeline
Below are a sample exam question and a timeline. Read the question, study the timeline and, using three
coloured pens, put a red, amber or green star next to the events to show:
l Red:   	
events and policies that have no relevance to the question
l Amber: 	
events and policies that have some significance to the question
l Green:
events and policies that are directly relevant to the question.

How far were personality cults the main reason for the stability of Soviet society in the years
1918–64?
Now repeat the activity with the following questions:
1 How far was government’s economic policy responsible for the stability of Soviet society in the years
1928–64?
2 How far did Soviet economic policy meet its aims in the years 1918–41?
3 How successful was Soviet economic policy in the years 1928–85?
Lenin introduces
state capitalism
and War Communism
Beginning of
the Russian
Civil War

1918

Stalin
introduces
the first
Five-Year Plan

1926

Glavlit, a
new organisation
which oversaw a
more systematic
censorship
regime, introduced

Andropov
promoted to
head of the KGB

Beginning
of the
Great Famine

1934

Stalin orders
compulsory
collectivisation of
Soviet farms

1942

The Great
Terror begins

1950

Khrushchev
launches
the Virgin
Lands Scheme

1958

1966

1974

1982

Brezhnev dies,
Andropov initiates
reforms to
tackle corruption
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3 Control of the people, 1917–85

Attacks on religious beliefs and practices
Lenin believed that religion was an enemy of freedom
and equality. Lenin also recognised that people who
respected the teaching of the Church would never fully
embrace Communist ideology. Therefore, Communist
policies tended to persecute the Church. Nonetheless,
the Communists were prepared to compromise with
religious groups.

Religion under Lenin
Lenin introduced a series of decrees that defined the
relationship of the government and religion:
l The 1917 Decree on Land gave peasants the right to
seize land belonging to the Church.
l The 1918 Decree Concerning Separation of Church
and State took away the traditional privileges of the
Orthodox Church.
Lenin also used the Cheka to terrorise the Orthodox
Church:
l In November 1917 Archpriest Ivan Kochurov was
murdered outside Petrograd.
l In January 1918 Metropolitan Vladimir was tortured
and shot in Kiev.
l Orthodox Priests in Moscow were massacred
in January 1918 following a Church decree
excommunicating the Bolsheviks.

The Living Church
In 1921 Lenin established the Living Church. It was
established as a rival to the Orthodox Church. It removed
the Church’s traditional leaders and had a decentralised
structure. Lenin hoped that these reforms would make it
hard for the new Church to oppose the regime. However,
the Living Church was not prepared to support the
regime and the majority of Russians continued to believe
in Christianity throughout the 1920s.

Lenin and Islam
Initially, Lenin backed attacks on property owned by
Islamic institutions. However, this policy was quickly
reversed. Rather, the new government funded Islamic
schools. Moreover, Communists encouraged Muslims to
join the Party. Communists were less antagonistic towards
Islam than Russian Orthodox Christianity, because there
had been no official link between Islam and Tsarism.

War and compromise
During the Second World War Stalin made a pragmatic
alliance with the Church. Stalin asked Church leaders
to support the government’s war effort. In return,
Stalin ended censorship of Church magazines, ended
anti-religious propaganda and allowed some churches to
re-open. Indeed, 414 churches re-opened during the
Second World War.

Religion under Khrushchev
Khrushchev abandoned compromise, believing that
religion had no place in a socialist society. Khrushchev’s
major anti-religious campaign started in 1958. It
included:
l Closure of churches re-opened during and after the
Second World War
l Anti-religious propaganda was reintroduced.
l placing Orthodox convents under surveillance.
l refusing believers access to holy sites.
Khrushchev also used the Soviet space programme to
attack religion. Yuri Gagarin famously commented that
having travelled up to the heavens he had found no God.
Valentina Tereshkova, the first woman in space, also
argued that her trip into space had led to the victory of
atheism over ‘the mysterious heavens that used to mystify
the imagination’.

Religion, 1964–85
Brezhnev ended Khrushchev’s anti-religious campaigns.
He hoped that a scientific education would persuade
young people that there was no God.
Under Brezhnev, the government started supporting antiAmerican Islamic groups in the Middle East. Therefore,
Brezhnev established the Spiritual Board of Muslims
of Central Asia and Kazakhstan, which allowed Soviet
Islamic leaders and scholars to have limited contact with
Muslims in other countries.
Brezhnev’s shift in policy led to a shift in Communist
ideology. Previous leaders had described Islam
as a ‘backward and barbarian’ religion. Brezhnev
described Islam as a ‘progressive, anticolonial and
revolutionary creed’.

Religion under Stalin
Stalin’s policies often had religious implications:
l Many churches were closed and turned into grain
stores as a result of collectivisation.
l Stalin’s terror destroyed Islamic groups. For
example, Sufi groups in Turkestan were destroyed
by 1936.
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3 Control of the people, 1917–85

Simple essay style
Below is a sample exam question. Use your own knowledge and the information on
the opposite page to produce a plan for this question. Choose four general points,
and provide three pieces of specific information to support each general point. Once
you have planned your essay, write the introduction and conclusion for the essay. The
introduction should list the points to be discussed in the essay. The conclusion should
summarise the key points and justify which point was the most important.

To what extent was religion suppressed by Communist governments in the
years 1918–85?

Eliminate irrelevance
Below are a sample exam question and a paragraph written in answer to this
question. Read the paragraph and identify parts of the paragraph that are not directly
relevant to the question. Draw a line through the information that is irrelevant and
justify your deletions in the margin.

How far was government control over the lives of the people maintained in
the years 1918–53?

There was extensive government control over the religious aspects of people’s lives in the
years 1918–53. Lenin argued that religion was an enemy of freedom. He also believed
that people who respected the teaching of the Church would never fully embrace
Communist ideology. Government control over religion was extended through terror.
From 1918–53 terror was used extensively against the Orthodox Church. For example,
Orthodox Priests in Moscow were massacred in January 1918 following a Church
decree excommunicating the Bolsheviks. Stalin introduced big changes in policy such
as the Five-Year Plans. But he continued to attack religious groups. For example, during
collectivisation many Church buildings were closed and turned into grain stores. What
is more, he destroyed Islamic groups such as Sufi groups in Turkestan. Nonetheless, not
all religious activity was tightly controlled. Lenin’s government funded Islamic schools,
and Muslims were encouraged to join the Party during the 1920s. Similarly, Stalin ended
censorship of Church magazines, and allowed some churches to re-open. Therefore,
religion was tightly controlled, but control of religion was not complete because of the
compromises made by the regime.
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